Agora Day Activities

Speed Dating
Are you ready to find your ideal match?
During the Agora Day students and organisations will have
the chance to meet and scope several potential future
colleagues in a short amount of time through Speed Dating.
Seize the opportunity to explore professional prospects in a
more focused setting

Thesis/Research Topic Workshop
In this workshop students preparing for their thesis, organisations
interested in contributing to research and university teachers have
a chance to come together to find common ground, elaborate
on research-connected ideas close to the field, and initiate collaborations that can make these ideas become reality and benefit
all parties involved. Join in to contribute to a production of new
knowledge that matters!

InSight

- Inside perspectives to expand your horizons

Welcome to an insightful moment!
In short and rewarding speeches, practitioners will share their
specialised knowledge on how to excel regarding hot and emerging topics in the field. Give yourself a chance to get intellectually
inspired for your future endeavours and make an impact.

Introduction hosts
During the Agora Day job market fair, there will be hosts especially assigned to help introduce students and organisations
with common interests to each other for promising future
affiliations. If you are looking for something specific in a
counterparty or feel unsure about whom/how to approach,
don’t hesitate to reach out to our Introduction Hosts!

Bingo
Boost your networking interaction during the Agora Day with
a fun bingo focused on loosening up the atmosphere and
triggering opportunity focused conversations between
students and organisations. Maybe you’ll discover someone
or something that you didn’t expect, while being in the
running for lovely prizes. One prize winner every hour and
many more winning fruitful new connections!

Plus,
CV Workshop

Lottery

Treasure Hunts

Goodie Bags

There will also be some student targeted activities, such
as a CV Workshop, and some smaller activities with
great prizes going on throughout the Agora Day, such as
Goodiebag Releases, Lotteries and Treasure Hunts!
So keep a watch out in the schedule and around the
venue to get your chance!

